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• Evacuation

Foliage Fire shuts down Memorial Union
behind
schedule
From Staff Reports

By Kelly Michaud
For the Maine Campus
Approaching the end of
September, cold air starts to set
in and the UMaine campus will
soon be adorned in a myriad of
color ... or will it?
That is the question facing the
Department of Conservation,
University of Maine professors
and
the
Maine
Forestry
Service—will Maine's foliage be
low due to severe drought levels?
"The last time we had similar
drought conditions was in 1995,"
said Susan Benson, director of
information for the Department
of Conservation.
"People have predicted this
as the doom and gloom of fall
foliage season," said Benson.
She does not agree with these
assumptions, however. "You
have to wait and see. You can't
See FOLIAGE on page 3

A tire broke out last night at the
Memorial Union, causing the building to be evacuated and closed for the
evening. No injuries were reported.
The cause of the fire has yet to
be determined and is under investigation by UMaine Public Safety
officer Chris Gardner.
Smoke was reported at 5:52
p.m., coming from a trash can in a
first-floor women's bathroom,
according
to
Orono
Fire
Department officials.
University
of
Maine
spokesman Joe Carr said the fire
was put out with a fire extinguisher by a Public Safety officer.
The Bear's Den was the hardest hit with smoke damage and
will remain closed until the university can determine when it is
ready to reopen. The Den will be
open for business once state
inspectors determine what food, if
any, can be used.
The rest of the Union will open
on schedule this morning.
The fire proved to be nothing
more than an inconvenience for the
General Student Senate, which held
its weekly meeting outside, behind
the union, after reaching quorum.

General Student Senate President Justin Kelleher opts to hold the organization's weekly
meeting—outside. A fire downstairs started at least 10 minutes before the GSS meeting was
to be held. (Jason Can niff photo.)

• Yet another fire

• Student consciousness

Acid spills at service building

UMaine experiences big
increase in rape awareness

By Stanley Dankoski
Maine Campus staff

By Emily Harradon
For the Maine Campus

No one was hurt Tuesday
morning after a box filled with
bottles of hydrochloric acid was
dropped from a cargo truck near
the university's service building
off Rangeley Road.
The Orono Fire Department
received a call at 9:30 a.m. and it
met the university facility emergency coordinator and two members of Fort James' hazardous
materials team at the scene. The
groups collaborated to evaluate
the danger level, said Acting
Captain Henry Vaughan of the
Orono Fire Department.
A box with four two-liter bottles of the acid "fell on the tailgate of the truck while they were
unloading it," Vaughan said.
See ACID on page 4

1

Area firefighters prepare to enter an involved structure fire on
Forest Avenue Tuesday morning. (Scotty Shelton photo.)

• Local
1110dal•li
• Weather
Partially sunny, highs in
the 60's.

Ask any University of Maine
student and he or she will probably claim to know plenty about
the dangers of rape and sexual
assault. These issues are prevalent
on nearly every college campus.
However, despite the flow of
information available, many students still find themselves victims
or perpetrators of sexual assaults
during their college years.
According to the University
of Maine's Rape and Sexual
Assault Awareness Committee,
college and university students
are more vulnerable to rape than
any other group. Shannetta
Mennenga, assistant director of
the Center for Students and
Community Life, and chair of

their committee, is dedicated to
educating students, faculty and
staff members about these important topics during this year's
Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareness Week.
"We start early in the semester because we know often rape
and sexual assaults occur in the
first few months on campus, so
we try and get the information to
students as soon as possible,"
she said.
This is Mennenga's third year
working with the committee, but
the annual week to promote
awareness has been in existence
at the university since sometime
in the 1980s. Mennenga says this
year marks a greater involvement
by various student organizations,
including Athletes for Sexual
See RAPE on page 2
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• Culture in academia

Native American studies program grows
By Edward Levy
For the Maine Campus
Maureen Smith, the director of the
Native American Studies Program at the
University of Maine, is from the Oneida
tribal community in Wisconsin. As director
of the program, she develops curricula,
teaches courses and coordinates research.
"In the development of research, there
has to be a connection between the community and the curriculum," Smith said.
She added the connection would result in
the development of culturally appropriate
and relevant information.
UMaine's Native American Studies

Program is an interdisciplinary academic program committed to the study of
the cultures, values, history and contemporary life of the indigenous nations
and the people of the Americas. This
program enhances students' understanding of the unique legacy of American
Indians and their continuing relationship to the development of the hemisphere. The program is committed to
Native academic scholarship and
research excellence.
The goal of the program is to teach
students, through a Native perspective, to
understand indigenous people, their tradition and right to self-determination.

"In an increasingly diverse society, an
understanding of distinct populations is a
critical asset," Smith said.
Minoring in Native American Studies
exposes and provides students with an understanding of the historical, economic, social
and political forces which have shaped
Native experiences in the Americas.
The program is designed to augment
the students' major program of study
with a group of courses in Native
American studies. The minor involves a
minimum of 18 credits of coursework,
focusing on Native Americans and three
required NAS-designated courses. The
minor will prepare students for a diver-

sity of careers in areas such as teaching,
public service, corrections, nursing, law
enforcement, business, education, medicine, youth programs, counseling and
social work.
Smith has been teaching at the university for three years and said "the
Wabanaki Center is a place where
Native ideas are recognized and native
students and native people are welcomed and valued."
In order for the Native American Studies
program to develop a Native American
degree program, it will require research and
involvment from the Native American population in the surrounding area.

• New regulations

The Mac is back

Dropouts must pay loans
By Stephanie Corns
Arizona Daily Wildcat

Christos Perakas, an Apple computer representative visiting for yesterday's
technology fair, introduces Stephanie Welcomer to the new iBook, Apple's
lastest in portable computing. (Scotty Shelton photo.)

Rape
She is also noticing that many men are very
eager to help with this year's activities.
"I've gotten a lot of response this week
from people who I didn't think would say,
'How can I get involved,' or 'How can I
help.' I was really surprised," she said.
The Campus Walking Companions, a
program created by the Department of
Public Safety and a member of Student
Government in 1996, is another supporter
of this week's programming.
Anika Howe, a third-year psychology
major, was encouraged by Deborah
Mitchell, crime prevention officer for
Public Safety, to work for the program.
Howe urges students to educate themselves and use available on-campus
resources like the Campus Walking
Companions, to prevent becoming a victim of a sexual assault crime.
"Many people feel that they don't want
to walk with strange people, I guess," Howe
said. "I wish more people would call and
realize that it's such a good program."
Howe wants people to feel comfortable
knowing that they will be accompanied by
a safe, friendly walking companion no
matter what the circumstances, and the
risks of the alternatives may be too great.
"We will walk anybody," she said,
"any distance is too long to walk by
yourself at night."
Also available as a valuable resource is the

from page 1
University of Maine Peer Educator Program.
Peer Educators is comprised of students who
are responsible for providing information to
members of the university and to the outside
community as well. Members of the group
have been working with Mennenga in preparation for this week, and are directly involved
with its many programs and activities.
"This week is for people to become
aware that rape and sexual assault are serious problems," said Amy Levine, a fourth
year food science and human nutrition
major and Peer Educator. "They occur
much more often than most people realize."
The members of the group strive to
assist students in any way they can. They
stress the importance of becoming educated, not only for themselves, but to help
others. Levine said attending this weeks'
activities should be a priority for students.
"I hope that women and men will take
the time to attend some of this week's programs," she said. "It's very important for
people to become informed on this subject,
because they might have friends that have
dealt with rape and sexual assault or they
themselves might have become a victim,
and usually, these cases go unreported."
If you would like more information on
rape or sexual assault or need help, call the
Center for Students and Community Life
at 581-4031, Public Safety at 581-4040, or
the Counseling Center at 581-1392.

Students who drop out of school may
have to repay part of their financial aid
under new rules proposed by the U.S.
Department of Education.
The new rules were released by the
department in August to help carry out the
amendments made with the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in 1998.
"Any student who receives federal
financial aid in the form of a grant or loan,
who drops out of school, is going to have
to pay some money back," said Susan
Lipsmeyer, director of financial aid at
Grossmont College, El Cajon, Calif.
Lipsmeyer has been a key figure
recently in reforming the new set of financial aid rules.
"We had the refund policy in the past,
but the changes are much more punitive,"
she said.
The new law mandates that students
earn their financial aid by the length of
time they stay in school.
"The statute requires that if a recipient
of Title IV grant or loan funds withdraws
from an institution after beginning attendance, the amount of ... program assistance earned by the student must be determined. If the amount the student was disbursed is greater than the amount the student earned, unearned funds have to be
returned," the law states.
If a student drops out before completing
60 percent of the semester, any unearned
loan and grant money must be repaid.
Under the current law, students completing only 25 to 50 percent of the enrollment period would have to repay 25 percent of financial assistance.
"It depends when you drop out," said
John Nametz, the UA's director of financial aid. "We have to calculate how much
a student earned and how much a student

didn't earn."
Nametz added that students with only
loans would see more benefits under the
new rules than students who receive
grants.
"If you've only got loans it helps,"
he said. "They benefit in that they pay
back more of the loan, lowering the
loan principle."
Because the proposal could hurt lowincome Pell Grant recipients, higher education associations lobbied to have the grant
exempt from the repayment calculations.
After negotiating with the Department
of Education, they agreed that 50 percent
of the grant should be exempt.
If a student received a $2,000 Pell Grant,
only a maximum of $1,000 would have to
be returned if he or she dropped out.
Critics said the written law was
ambiguously worded though, leaving
the exempted amount prey to calculations that could force Pell recipients to
repay the grant.
Nametz said that while the proposed
rules make refund calculations easier, the
old rules were a better deal.
"I prefer that the Department of
Education allow the university to calculate
it's own refunds," he said. "I think our
policies were fair and reasonable and
compassionate. I like to be a student advocate in these programs."
The University of Arizona is only one
of many schools to oppose the rules.
Lipsmeyer, with the support of the
California Community Colleges and the
American Association of Community
Colleges, has been pushing for a revision
of the proposed policy.
"The provisions we were operating
under in the 1998 amendments to the
Higher Education Act were more than
adequate," she said.
"Generally students did not owe
money back to the government."

BE A GOOD

Volunteer.
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• Drug use climbing

Cocaine an increasing problem in universities
By Gil Levy
The Daily Iowan
IOWA CITY, Iowa (U-WIRE) —
When Iowa City police officers enter a
downtown bar, almost everyone present
notices. On this night, a young patron
with a beer in front of him makes eye contact with the officer, then quickly looks
away. The officer heads that way, not
noticing the woman sitting at the back
table with her nose running.
Sniffling and looking around nervously, she thinks she won't get caught—
especially not by anyone wearing a badge.
The underground cocaine use in
Iowa City often goes undetected by bar
owners, police and most bar-goers. The
circle of cocaine users is reportedly
small in relation to Iowa City's population, and remains unseen in the bars by
most patrons.
KEEPING THE EDGE
Contrary to what the numbers say—
out of 42 cocaine-related arrests so far this
year, according to police records, only
two have been at downtown bars— U.
Iowa students familiar with Iowa City's
coke scene report extensive cocaine use in
Iowa City. Judging by the arrest rates, the
problem goes relatively unchallenged by
authorities and often takes place in downtown bars, students said.
One Ul senior who wished to remain
anonymous but will be referred to as
"John," says he remembers one incident
vividly, in which he watched his friends
use cocaine at a downtown bar.
"They had been doing it at home so
they could get a nice buzz, but they also
brought some to the bar," John said.
"They brought a little pocketknife so they
could snort a little at a time."
Lt. Dave Henderson of the Johnson
County Narcotics Task Force said he
thinks cocaine use may be down among
college students but not completely out.

"I know there are university students
using cocaine and crack," he said. "Can I
prove it? No."
UI senior Jamey Schniker said she's
not aware of the problem in Iowa City and
hasn't seen cocaine in the bars. She said
coke users probably keep their habit hidden from non-using friends.
John's friends usually sometimes hide
out with their cocaine in the bathroom and
do it there, while someone acts as the
"lookout," posted at the door.
"They dig it at the table a few
times, too," he said. "They'd dip the
knife in it under the table and then lean
back really fast. You only saw the knife
for a second, but there was no powder
on the table."
John and his friends weren't 21 at the
time, so not only were they on the lookout
to avoid citations for possession of alcohol under the legal age, but they also didn't want to get caught with the drugs.
"We would sit all the way in the back
of the bar," he said, so they would avoid
drawing attention to their activities.
His friends were more open and comfortable doing it at home, John said, but
would do it at the bar because they didn't
want to come down from their highs.
"They did it in public because they
would start coming down hard and really
didn't want to," he said. "They wanted to
keep that edge, or whatever you want to
call it."
Cocaine is abundant in Iowa City,
John said, and he knows many people
who either do it regularly, have experimented with it, or deal the drug to others— though most people don't even
know it's going on.
"I've seen people do it at a lot of different bars, in the bathroom and at tables,"
he said. "No one ever got caught that I
know of."

!A VERY ATTRACTIVE PLACE
TO SELL DRUGS'

While Ul officials say they don't run
into the problem a lot, they say they are
prepared if they do.
On the first drug offense in a residence
hall, a student is suspended and put on
probation from the Ul. From there, he or
she is sent to Health Iowa for a drug evaluation, said Maggie Van Oel, director of
residence services.
Punishment differs depending on
See COCAINE on page 5
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DISAPPEARING FROM THE
POPULATION

Law enforcement has difficulty infiltrating student life and finding out about
drug problems, Henderson said, because
students are not willing to come forward
with information.
"Student population is more transient— it's more difficult for us to obtain
information and to penetrate," he said. "It
would not necessarily come to the attention
of authorities until it becomes severe."
Henderson said he wishes more Ul
students were willing to talk to him. If
there were, the task force would put all its
resources into that information, he said.

'NOT IN MY BAR'

Have you notified the
Office of Student Records
of your change of address?

"Our investigations are not directed at
the Ul's population per se. It's directed at
targets about whom we have information
and where we can get more," he said.
While the task force focuses its attention on the Iowa City area, Capt. Duane
Papke of Ul Public Safety says his department's area of interest within the task
force is student drug abuse.
Whil the main drug of choice for college students is marijuana, he said,
cocaine is serious enough for Public
Safety to look into.
"I don't have any recent recollections
of cocaine arrests," Papke said. "We
haven't come across it much, though I'm
not going to rule out the possibility of its
being out there."
Making the potential for student drug
use worse, said Iowa City Police Chief
R.J. Winklehake, is the atmosphere in
Iowa City.
"A university population is a very
attractive place for people to come sell
drugs," he said. "It's a very open and liberal community."

records, it is apparent that officers don't
make very many cocaine-related arrests in
bars, Sgt. Sid Jackson said.
John said his friends were never worried about the staff questioning what they
were doing.
"It seemed they weren't worried about
the staff, just cops coming in," John said.
The Daily Iowan contacted various bar
owners, and most replied that cocaine use
may go on in Iowa City but not in their bars.
Leah Cohen, owner of Bo-James, 118
E. Washington St., said that if her staff tolerated drug use in her bar, they would be
fired on the spot.
"There are some very well-known
bars for drugs, and Bo James is not one of
them," she said.
Other downtown bar owners said it
doesn't happen in their bars.
"If we ever detected a problem, we'd
turn it over to the police immediately,"
said Kip Pohl, owner of the Union Bar,
111 E. College St.
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• Hurricane fallout
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Floyd leaves its mark

predict the foliage outcome based on
1995 information."
Confident the colors will still be beautiful,
Benson
said, "If you've never seen Maine
the first time ever because of bad weather,
By Blanca Torres
before
you'll be amazed. Mainers will
foliage
according to National Public Radio.
Vanderbilt Hustler
course
have
a more critical eye."
of
Floyd's size was estimated at being as
Fall
foliage
reporting began in 1959,
After much ado in the media, large as Texas, so experts expected the
started by Austin Wilkens. Maine rangers
effects would be widespread.
Hurricane Floyd's bark turned out to be a
issued their first report of this season on
peounderstands
that
said
he
Kearse
states.
little meaner than its bite in some
Wednesday, Sept. 15. The report said
that
worst,
but
the
prepared
for
to
ple
need
Vanderbilt
Last week many
Maine's
tree canopy is predominately
alarms.
false
warnings
are
sometimes
overUniversity students lost sleep and
green
with
less than 10 percent showing
it
minute
and
last
until
the
"People
wait
loaded their long distance charges, thanks
changes.
color
hurwhen
the
said.
"But
Kearse
crazy,"
gets
to forecasts that predicted Hurricane
Zoning maps indicate that northern
ricane hits, it's like a ghost town and everyFloyd would devastate the eastern U.S.
Maine,
including Aroostook County and
people
young
lot
of
down.
A
thing shuts
"I had a big week as it was with tests
of Baxter State Park, are
areas
north
hurricanes."
during
parties
throw indoor
and stuff and (the hurricane) definitely
behind
in
color
change. "It's the first time
from
sophomore
Neigher,
a
Leslie
gave me more to think about," said sophfive
years
that
northern Maine has
in
worry
doesn't
usually
omore Justin Kearse of West Palm Beach, Fairfield, Conn.,
low,"
Benson said.
reported
such
a
near
the
her
home
about hurricanes hitting
Fla. "It took forever to call home because
Physiology
professor
UMaine
Forest
storms
that
tropical
beach. But the extra
all the lines were busy."
in
Michael
Greenwood
said
the
drought
storms
weekend,
hit New England this
Fortunately, Kearse's hometown sufhave
much
effect
on
the
Maine
"will
not
were
Floyd,
that sprung off of Hurricane
fered little at the hand of Floyd, unlike other
colors this fall, but we may be a little
enough to spark her worries.
states such as North Carolina and New
"I knew it wouldn't be that hard behind schedule due to dry conditions."
Jersey, which have been declared emergency
Greenwood feels other conditions
because the hurricane would lose power,"
and disaster areas by President Clinton.
could
factor into decreased foliage
After tearing through the East Coast, Neigher said."I expected a storm, but I was
"Overall, weather determines
changes.
really surprised when a branch crushed the
Floyd left at least 29 people dead, thouhow
long
the leaves stay on the trees —
windshield of my car in the driveway."
sands of homes and businesses damaged
it
is
windy the leaves will fall soonalso
if
Another Florida resident, freshman
and more than a million people without
er,"
Greenwood
said.
electricity or water. In North Carolina, Sarah Marrotte, feared her hometown of
"The
concern
[over foliage intensity] is
Vero Beach would be wiped out.
James Lee Witt, director of the Federal
Greenwood
said. "It may
unwarranted,"
"The hurricane was huge," she said."
Emergency Management Agency, said the
year
on
record, but it
not
be
the
greatest
I thought it was going to knock my house
damage appeared worse than the state's
good."
could be very
down, it was just so big."
worst-ever natural disaster, Hurricane
Richard Jagels, UMaine Professor of
in
people
many
that
Marrotte
said
Fran, which caused $6 billion worth of
Florida tape up their windows, buy genera- Forest Biology, attributes the premature
damage in 1996.
tors and fill their bathtubs with water to pre- dropping of leaves to the drought. "It's a
"We have seen the worst flooding in
pare for hurricanes. Many people also head big guessing game," Jagels said. "The
anybody's memory," North Carolina
for shelter in high schools, churches and recent rainfall may change the dynamics
Governor Jim Hunt told the American
post offices as the storm picks up strength." because the ample rain may recharge the
Red Cross News.
root systems."
Some of the biggest fears were aimed
Jagels believes that this year Maine
page
5
FLOYD
on
See
at Florida, where Disney World closed for
will have a thinner canopy, but northern parts of the state will still boast a
lot of color.
Jim Downie, Forest Ranger spokesman
from the forest service station in Old
Town, remarked on "the depletion of
moisture and how the lack of color is a
repercussion of that.
"Currently, there is a smaller percentage of leaves on trees, so there is a
smaller amount of leaves to turn,"
explained Downie. "Color change will
occur soon in our area, but will be less.
We'll have decent colors — maybe more
brown than usual."
The greater Bangor area will soon find
out whether the foliage level concern is
Knox Hall
8:00-9:00 pm
Monday, Sept. 27
realistic or not. The Department of
Conservation reports the peak season for
the zone is the first week of October.
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Anyone interested in tracking the color
change and leaf drop can visit the
Department of Conservation's Web site at
http://www.state.me.us and click on "Fall
Foliage." The last report of the season
will be issued on Wednesday, Oct. 13.
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Acid

from page 1

When the box fell, one of the bottles
broke and its contents seeped through
the box.
Hydrochloric acid is a hazard to people's lungs and skin, Vaughan said.
It is the same kind of acid the stomach
makes, UMaine Facility Emergency
Coordinator Thomas Spits said.
Once the Orono Fire Department started
to evaluate the situation, it received word of
a fire in downtown Orono. Vaughan sent
almost half his crew to control the fire, along
with Milford, Veazie, Old Town and Bangor
fire departments. Old Town Fire
Department was first to respond.
The remaining crew on campus— 10
Orono firefighters, the two from Fort
James and one from the university —
had the area under control within about
two hours.
The firefighters in what Vaughn called
the "hot zone," or the spot directly affected by the spill, were in level-A chemical
exposure suits as they fished out contaminated objects, such as chairs and ladders,
and laid them out onto a blue tarp in the
middle of the parking lot. There they
scrubbed the objects with a neutralizer
and rinsed them off with a water hose,
Vaughan said.
Spits was on hand to test the acidity of
the rinsed-off objects and the water.
Initially, the crew had to wash and
rinse the objects in a makeshift container,
Vaughan said. Once they found that the
water had about the same acidity as tap
water, they let the water flow through a
drainage grate.
Among the damaged objects were
cardboard boxes of photocopier paper,
Vaughan said.
Spits gave those who worked in the
area an overview of the Material Safety
Data Sheet, which outlines safety information. If they started coughing or
showed any signs of irriatation, they
should see a doctor, "just to make sure,"
he said.
Off to the dentist
The other half of the Orono Fire
Department arrived at the office of Dr.
David M. Kimler, the dentist working at
15 Forest Avenue in Orono at 9:59 a.m.
They were joined by the Old Town Fire
Department, which responded first to the
scene, as well as Milford, Veazie and
Bangor fire departments.
According to Lt. Roger Sirois of the Old
Town Fire Department, the fire started in the
basement, perhaps near or in the boiler room.
The fire was reported by an office secretary through a 911 call once smoke was
seen coming from the basement.
There were no injuries, Sirois said.
The building was occupied by both staff
and patients when the fire started.
"The fire was knocked down in about
40 minutes," Sirois said.
Fires starting in basements usually
build up a lot of heat because of lack of
ventilation, Sirois said.
Firefighters needed to remove the
cupola, a small, dome-like structure, from
the roof to help let the smoke out, he said.
Sirois said there was a lot of heat built
up in the building, which had heavy
smoke damage on the first floor. The contents of the basement ruined.
"There's a lot of records in there that
they'll have to make up," Sirois said.
One aerial ladder, five engines, about
30 personnel and three support vehicles
were at the scene, he said.
The fire is still under investigation. A
state fire marshal was called in and should
arrive at the scene today at 8:30 a.m.
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Thousands injured in Taiwan quake
By Natasha Crespo
Oklahoma Daily
NORMAN, Okla. (U-WIRE) —
Chiung-Fen Hsu talked to her parents in
Taiwan Monday, only hours after their
country was shaken by a major earthquake.
The earthquake, which struck at 1:45
a.m. Monday in Taiwan, originally registered 7.6 on the Richter scale.
Hsu, president of the OU Taiwanese
Student Association, said that while her
family had heard reports of damage, they
were OK.
"I think it may be bad, but not so serious," Hsu said.
Kenneth Luza, researcher at the
Oklahoma Geological Services, disagrees.
"An earthquake registering at least
7.0 is considered major," Luza said.
"Damage would be considerable.
Chances are it could produce aftershocks
over several months."
The epicenter of the quake was 90
miles south-southwest of Taipei, Taiwan's
largest city.
"It would be comparable to the San
Fernando earthquake in California in
the 70s," Yuan said. "The first registra-

tion of an earthquake's strength is an
approximation of data. It's usually
downgraded slightly."
Luza also said there are only about 20
earthquakes registering at least a 7.0 each
year, and most of those happen in oceans.
"Even fewer occur in major metropolitan areas," Luza said.
At least 269 have been reported dead
in Taiwan, the government said, and
efforts are under way to save those
trapped in the rubble. About 1,000 people were injured.
May Yuan, assistant professor of
geography, has family 45 miles to the
south of Taipei, and said she is concerned
about their safety.
"A lot of families build extra rooms on
their roofs, and they are not well-inspected," Yuan said. "They will probably just
collapse. People in the northwest will
have to worry about tsunamis."
A tsunami warning was issued for the
island and surrounding areas.
Yuan said that while she has been
through earthquakes in Taiwan, she had
never experienced a major earthquake.
"Sometimes we could feel the bed
shaking, but not anything seri6us," Yuan

"At least every other year, hurricanes
come by, and they might knock a few
branches off the trees," said senior Patrick
said. "I'm concerned about the construc- Kiley, who is from Methuen, Mass.
Sophomore Rebecca Brodnan of
tion damage that will bury people."
With buildings leveled and people Cocoa, Fla., heard that Floyd was going to
trapped underneath the rubble, Yuan said be worse than Hurricane Andrew, which
devastated the Miami area in 1992.
that flooding is another concern.
Brodnan has witnessed towns that
"There is a big reservoir to the north
of Taipei," she said. 'Taipei is in a basin. are hit badly by one hurricane take
If there is a lot of damage to the reservoir, years to recover.
"I thought that I would not have a
there could be a lot of flooding in Taipei."
In Taipei, the island nation's capital, the house anymore," she said.
Power was lost for 10 hours at
quake wrecked the 78-room Sungshan Hotel,
collapsing the bottom stories and setting the Brodnan's house, but she considers her
family to be lucky. "It wasn't bad for us
badly damaged top listing to one side.
Sixty people were still feared trapped at all."
in the building, with 49 people already
evacuated and sent to the hospital and
another 11 people evacuated uninjured.
Meanwhile, 50 people were reported
injured when a 12-story apartment building collapsed in the Taipei suburb of
Hsinchuang. An estimated 100 others
were still trapped within the building,
which collapsed onto a neighboring fivestory structure.
Taiwan is jolted by dozens of quakes
each year, but most are centered in the
Pacific Ocean and rarely cause damage.
The Maine Campus
The Associated Press contributed to
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
this report.

Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.

Cocaine
whether the student was dealing or using
drugs, said Tom Baker, associate counsel
for student services.
"If we had evidence that someone
was dealing, that would result in suspension," he said.
For drug use by any UI student not in the
residence halls, the first offense is probation,
and the second is suspension, Baker said.
At Mecca Substance Abuse Services,
though, there are few students sent by the

from page 3
UI or seeking help on their own, said
Director Art Schutt.
"We see a mix of people — few students,
though," he said. "There's a high probability
that if you have a problem, you're going to
disappear out of the student population."
Another anonymous UI student, who
will be referred to as "Jane," said a lot of
her friends did cocaine, and those who
did it on a regular basis had to leave
school and enter treatment programs in

her or his hometown.
But John said he knew people that had
started using cocaine when they were
freshmen, as something new to try in college, and continue to use it today.
"I'd say it's a big problem for some
and not others," he said.
Cocaine directly affects a user's brain,
which, Schutt says, has to lead to problems.
"In general, there's a problem when
anyone uses something that affects cogni-

tive functions. It affects how the brain
works, and you can end up with negative
effects," he said.
Life also becomes difficult for people
who are using a lot, Henderson said, because
of the cost of cocaine. At $110 a gram, students using may have trouble paying tuition,
housing expenses and food costs, he said.
"A lot of people I knew delved into
dealing to make cash and do it for a lesser cost," John said.
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• Information revolution

Cell phone use widespread among students
By Anand Giridharadas
Michigan Daily
A cashier at the Cava Java café has of
late noticed quite a few customers chatting
on their cellular phones while sipping latOs. He thinks nothing of it. But every so
often, someone in line takes a call right
when it's their turn to order and holds
everyone up.
"That," he said, "is really annoying."
While out playing golf, one student
became red-faced when a melodic beeping
rang out from his pocket, just as his friend
started his swing. The friend was not amused.
A genetics professor, interrupted in
mid-sentence by a student's incoming call,
sarcastically asked the student, "Would
you like to get that?"
Mobile phone users are everywhere. And
they are changing the face of campus life.
From the lawns of the Diag to sidewalk coffee shops, they are easy to spot,
clutching their palm-sized devices,
seeming deeply absorbed in conversations about where they are and what they
ate for lunch.
Driven by a steady decline in service

TO

D

costs and a booming economy that is leaving many Americans with record disposable income, a growing number of college
students here and on campuses across the
nation are going wireless.
Students say their phones are indispensable to them. Lured by attractive pricing schemes, most say they bought them
to become more accessible and consolidate their channels of communication to
one number. Many felt they would be
safer in an emergency.
LSA senior Casey Costello admitted
his phone was "a fun toy."
But he said, in all seriousness, that it
had in many ways simplified his life.
Most mobile phone users soon discover that what begins as necessity often slips
into frivolity. The phones, they say, have
become an integral part of their lifestyles,
with uses ranging from calls for roadside
assistance to deep dish pizza orders.
Although the students have survived
for many years without mobile phones,
today they cannot fathom life without one.
Marketing experts say the phone companies are wise to focus on embedding the
new devices in the everyday lives of users.

A

Y

THE DAY

College students, whose independent lives
are just beginning, are an obvious target of
the marketing campaigns.
"The key is to get students to try it out,
find that it fits into their lives, and have it
become indispensable," said Business
Prof. Rajeev Batra.
He said recent promotions from some
of the nation's largest service providers
seek to do just that. For example, Sprint
offers a $50 monthly fee, with 500 free
minutes. The flat fee plan does not penalize users for each additional minute they
use.
"If people think the clock is ticking,
they are discouraged from talking," Batra
said. "To get people to use the phones all
the time, you have to take away the ticking."
Prouhet pointed out that the rate he
pays - ten cents per minute for anywhere
in the country - was comparable to longdistance rates on most home phone lines.
Most students said they use their mobile
phones, not their land lines, to call home.
The growth in mobile phone usage
among students at the University is
reflected in the dramatic rise in phone

thefts reported to the Department of
Public Safety each year. In 1990, one
phone was reported stolen. In 1998, that
number had risen to 71.
The rise at the University mirrors
national trends. It is estimated that there
are over 69 million mobile phone subscribers in the United States today, up
from near 100,000 in the mid-1980s,
according to figures from the Cellular
Telecommunications Trade Association.
Jeff Nelson, the association's director
of communications, said the industry's
growth correlated with a steady drop in
prices. He said sales of new media technology tend to take off when prices drop
below 2 percent of average income. At
$40 per month, the cost of mobile phone
service only recently approached that
level.
Students with mobile phones said they
expected the country to continue the move
toward wireless.
"I could see everyone having one in
several years," Costello said.
His friend, LSA senior Jennifer
McGivem, cringed at the thought.
"It just seems excessive," she said.
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EDITORIAL
Legalize pot in Maine
arijuana. For many in Maine this word is not associated with partying it is
a medicine that heals.
In November, Maine citizens will be faced with a question on the ballot concerning
the medical use of marijuana. This citizen-initiated question asks: "Do you want to
allow patients with specific illnesses to grow and use small amounts of marijuana for
treatment, as long as such use is approved by a doctor?"
Six states have passed this measure and four states, Alaska, California, Oregon and
Washington state, have medicinal marijuana laws in effect. It seems to be a valid medical use and one that could work in Maine.
Besides helping patients suffering from the AIDS virus, it also helps those suffering from cancer, glaucoma, neurological seizures and severe muscle spasticity. The
initiative would allow patients to have no more than one and one-quarter ounces of
marijuana in their personal possession. It also only allows patients to have three
plants that produce usable marijuana.
Researchers are currently trying to put the active components of marijuana, cannainoids, in a capsule form. Once this happens, people could see the real effects of
marijuana, but until that day we should begin allowing patients to use marijuana for
medicinal use.
The snag in this growing trend across the nation to allow marijuana for medicinal
purposes is that the U.S. Justice Department will still prosecute patients found with
marijuana in their possession. This is a law that needs to be in agreement with state
and national laws.
Consider this: is marijuana, in controlled uses, really that much more addicting than
most of the powerful drugs used to treat these illnesses today?
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Money should help masses
magine you have been given a lot of money from someone just for telling
them you support and exclusively use their product. Imagine it's a large sum
of money that could be used either for the good of a large group of people
or a select few.
What do you do?
That is the issue facing the University of Maine following their decision to
go with Coca-Cola as the exclusive soda supplier on this campus.
This very institution will now have ten years to decide how to spend $3.2
million. The direction of how exactly to divvy up the cash will be the issue at
several public forums coming up in the next few weeks.
Some of the options: a down payment for a new student fitness center, the
expansion of the Maine Bound outdoor facility, and a fund to help library
acquistions.
However, there are two choices that are the most obvious and would benefit
the greatest amount of people, separate funds to provide scholarships and for
classroom renovation and modernization.
Going through financial aid can be a blessing, headache and hassle all at the
same time. Often, there aren't enough grants to go around, not enough loans to
cover everything and generally a lack of money altogether for a lot of students
here at UMaine.
A general scholarship fund (for any student achieving a certain grade point
average and a full class schedule) would be just the remedy for some of those
bills we all have to pay.
Fixing up some of the classrooms on campus is an obvious choice. Outdated
facilities do not promote better learning, and a facelift to some of the more-used
buildings (Little Hall, Stevens Hall) on campus would be welcomed.
Building renovation is a bit of a double-edged sword though. It is great to
have, but just as long as you have the right people doing the job. Alfond
Stadium was done in almost half the time Fogler Library was. Why?
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• Letters to the Editor
• Alternatives
To the editor:
Kris Healey's Sept. 15
letter " Parking Woes"
was Spot one. The writer
concluded that commuting to campus by car
makes one part of the
parking problem.
Hundreds
of

commuters live within a
2 mile radius of campus. Could they be
encouraged to self propel a bicycle rather than
burn fossil fuels to haul
3,500 lbs of steel that
short of a distance?
Bikes
are
clean, efficient, and
easy to park. I know

several people that
commute all year by
bicycle.
It would be great
to hear from people who
manage to get to campus
sans auto.

arena of civil rights.
How many shows in
the sixties had such a
multicultural
cast.
Kirk's crew not only
consisted of women but
also blacks as well as
Asians? Even during the
height of the cold war,
the show placed a
Russian character on
board as well. It is
because of facts such as
these that has allowed
the show to endure as
long as it has.
Oh, and by the way,
Mr. Cowing's comment
about Kirk just running
from aliens and allowing
his crewmen to get
killed is ridiculous.
I don't know if Mr.
Cowing is much of a
reader, but Captain Kirk

is based on Horatio
Hornblower, a fictional
character from a series of
the same name. Anyway,
Captain Hornblower was
a British ship captain
during the Napoleonic
Wars, and he was HARD
CORE,just like Kirk.
James T. Kirk was a
daring and courageous captain who was always ready
to sacrifice himself for his
crew. Maybe that is why
he captained the Flagship
of the Federation, and
every enemy feared battle
with Kirk. Oh, and also,
Captain Kirk was able to
grab a nice looking woman
in virtually every episode.

Emily Wesson,
Orono

• Mistaken I.D.
To the editor:

I do not understand
Travis Cowing's comments
regarding
Trekkies in his Sept.
20th article.
First of all he is mistaken about the nature of
Star Trek fans . While
many do take it too far,
like alot of fans of successful TV.shows, ultratrekkies are not the
norm.
I don't dress up like
different characters or
attend conventions, but I
am a great fan of the
Star Trek
show.
changed the whole genre
of science fiction. It
was an extremely well
written program, that
also lead the way in the

Eric Martin,
Orono

•Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.

UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

EDITORIAL POLICY
ditorials are the opinions of and written by the
—Editorial Board, whose members are: Stanley
Dankoski, Matthew Paul, Joshua Nason, Catherine
Guinon, Debra Hatch, Andrea Page, and Caleb Raynor.
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OPINION
• According to Asch

The top 19 reasons to legalize prostitution
By Marc Asch
Much of the inspiration
for this column came from
the book "Ain't Nobodies
Business if You Do," By
Peter McWilliams
19. It is a myth that prostitution is degrading to prostitutes. If anyone at all is
degraded it's the person who
has to pay money in order to
receive sex.
18. Your mother, father,
teachers, everyone always
used to tell you that the ideal
job is a job you'd do even if
you weren't getting paid, simply because you enjoy it. Who
doesn't enjoy sex?
17. The U.S. government
pays "peace-keeping forces" to
enforce "peace" with guns.
Wouldn't it be much more
effective (and fun) to send over
a platoon of prostitutes to
encourage soldiers on both
sides to make love and not war?

16. If prostitution were legal,
Asch would make himself a living
as a pimp, hence, the University of
Maine campus would no longer be
held captive and tortured by Asch's
horrible, tasteless, pointless, generally unintelligible columns.
15. Asch would abandon
his never-ending quest to, once
and for all, rid the world of
evil and conniving pubic hairs
encrusted in fermenting urine
which perniciously cling to
toilet seats.
14. It is a myth that most
prostitutes are forced into prostitution to pay for drug habits.
Many prostitutes are bright,
intelligent men and women who
choose prostitution because they
enjoy the work and it pays well.
13. Prostitution does not
hurt anyone.
12. There is a separation of
church and state here in the USA
so the government should not
have the moral authority to tell us
what and what we can't do with
our own bodies.

Ii. Just because many people don't like movies, doesn't
mean everyone else should be
prohibited from seeing them.
The same with prostitutes.
10. The above is a lie.
We all go to the movies and
we all love them. We are all
more than willing to pay up
to $8 to see such mindless
entertainment. What is the
highlight of most movies?
Lets be frank, admit it. We
go to see fraction of a second glimpses of the various
assorted body parts of our
favorite actors and actresses. $8 to see one movie a
week. $416 a year. For all
that money you could buy a
prostitute and just sit and
stare for days. Prostitution
is simply a more economical
way to fulfill our fantasies.
9. We are all prostitutes.
We all sell ourselves. Teachers
sell their knowledge. Blue-collar workers sell their strength,
priests sell their spirituality.

Sexual prostitutes just have a
better service to provide.
8. Prostitutes are often
abused by customers because
customers know they can get
away with it. If the prostitute
goes to the police, the police
will arrest the prostitute, not
the abuser. This is disgusting. If prostitution was legal,
this would not be a problem.
7. It is a myth that prostitutes spread sexually transmitted diseases. According to
studies, prostitutes are less
likely to have sexually transmitted diseases than the general public.
If prostitution were
6.
legal, it could be regulated.
Prostitutes could be required
to have safe sex. Also, a
large sum of money could be
made for the government by
taxing prostitution, just like
the government makes a
profit from tobacco, and the
lottery.
5. Making prostitution legal

would significantly increase tourism.
4. As we discovered during prohibition and we continue to discover during today's
drug wars, the government
can't legislate away a desire
of the people.
3. By attempting to legislate away a desire, the government inadvertently fosters
organized crime by giving it
a business. Legalization
would allow prostitution to
be taken out of the hands of
organized crime and into the
hands of honest citizens.
2. Attempting to legislate away a desire is encouraging and forcing addicts to
commit crimes like thievery
andalso artificially inflateing its price.
I. Prostitution is the oldest
profession around, so in the
name of capitalism, let's have a
free market!
Marc Asch is a first-year sustainable agriculture major

• Good advice

• Experience this

Take a chance, stick out your thumb Helpful bar survival tactics
By Kris Healey
Jack Kerouac's first vision
Francisco was immorSan
of
talized in his 1957 classic,"On
the Road". He traveled by
road, rail, foot and thumb to
reach the golden city of the
West Coast, all the while,
meeting people, drinking
wine, sharing stories, and writing. My trip to the west coast
this summer was slightly less
romantic, but it brought me
closer to the troubled ghost of
one of my personal heroes,
and helped me to rediscover a
fact of life at the same time.
I found myself staying free of
charge in a San Francisco
Victorian house on Fillmore St.
for eight days in June. I was only
blocks from Chinatown, Golden
the
Marina,
the
Gate,
Embarcadero, and the Haight. I
wanted to see it all, but mostly I
wanted to see the Italian quarter,
the home of the beat generation.
My first experience with
North Beach came during my
second day in the city. I
hopped on a trolley car at Van
Ness and rode to Chinatown I
stepped off of the car into
what seemed like another

country. The storefronts, street
signs and billboards were all
decorated with Asian lettering
and caricatures. I began walking. I walked for a mile past
street vendors and shops to my
destination, Columbus Avenue.
The road served as a virtual line in
the sand dividing two cultures.
From where I stood in Chinatown
I could see what I had flown
across the country for. The Mecca
of the beat writers and fans alike
... North Beach.
Crossing Columbus Avenue in
the daytime is a different experience
than at night. The topless bars,dance
clubs and loud music give way to
streets full of restaurants, shops and
coffee bars. ... And to my immediate
right, the City Lights bookstore.
I gazed at the City Lights sign and
sheepishly walked through the door.
Ginsberg, Cassady, Burroughs,
Holmes and Snyder had all passed
before me. This was where they
hung out, drank, talked, smoked and
wrote. Looking out the window I
frantically glanced from building to
building trying to guess which apartment Jack had stayed in while writing
his most famous works. My head
started to spin as I remembered a
quote from his novel,"Big Sur.""Ah,

for College Student
life is a gate, a way,a path to a paradise anyway, why not live for fun
and joy and love or some sort of girl
by a fireside, why not go to your
desire and LAUGH...."
That's when it hit me; "...
Go to your desire and
LAUGH"... What better advice
could a college student
receive? Life doesn't have to
be about studying and sitting in
a classroom, it can be about
experiences, and it can be
about having fun and there is
no time better than the present
to be reminded of that.
After two weeks of classes people start to get a little restless at
UMaine.The renovations at the mall
and parties at park place and riverplex start to lose their appeal, and by
the time the leaves are wady to fall a
lot of us are itching for a road trip.
So heir is my advice to the other
restless souls in Orono. The next
time you start to feel trapped and tied
down by homework, professors and
parking troubles, remember what
your life is really about.... Then skip
a few classes, stick out your thumb
and live.
Kris Healey is a third year
secondary education major
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name contains sexual connotations. Hence, stay away from
Being an undergraduate stu- shots with the "f-word" or the
dent for the last 15 years I have word "screw." After one of those
noticed something. Students shots the only things "screwed"
here at UMaine really like to will be you intestines and your
go out to bars and have a good
wallet. Drinks with umbrellas
time. I know the number of have to go.This isn't spring break
pubs and clubs is limited in so you might as well order someOrono, but students still like to thing manly, like a Zima.
blow off some steam after a big
Never listen to your designated
test. (In my case the night driver if he or she says, "Oh I'm
just gonna have a couple beers."
before a test or during a test.)
The truth is I have worked That's trouble. Translated that
around the bar business for almost means; "I plan on doing 23 shots
two years now, so I've gained of Yagenneister, passing out, pisssome knowledge of bar behavior. ing my pants, and talking to Jesus
The following are a few tips for Christ."
surviving, and perhaps enjoying,a
After alcohol has lubricated
night on the town of Orono. Note: social intercourse, it's really no
I speak directly from a man's surprise to me that you'll probpoint of view, because I'm a guy ably go and try to pick up
... at least until I save enough chicks. Here's a hints, always
bring a hockey stick to the bar
money for my operation.
with you, the "puck sluts will
First things first. Always carry
your ID with you. If not, you'll be come running." It doesn't even
thrown out quicker than a midget matter if it's just a floor hockey
stick you use for intramurals,
at Basketball camp.
Second, except for special "puck sluts" don't know the difoccasions,drink socially. You don't ference. Hell, you could probaneed to be "that guy at the bar" bly fool them with a pool cue,
every night. 'That guy" who hits and besides, that stick'll come
on every chick he sees, or "That handy if her boyfriend is big.
Finally, if you and your friends
guy" who vomits in the urinal.
Never ask the bartenders are all drunk you should never under
what the cheapest drink is. The any circumstances drive home.
bartender will just realize that Always draw straws because responyou're a cheap bastard and you sible drinking should be fair.
won't tip well. If you can't
afford to tip, you shouldn't be
Travis Cowan, the Maine
drinking, you should be work- Campus Bad Boy, is a 15th year
ing. Never order a shot if the student majoring in Undecided.

By Travis Cowing
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Tibet needs
more attention
By Heather Smith
For the Maine Campus
Tibet. To many, this word has no
significance. But to a nation of people, on the other side of this world, it
is everything.
Tibet, once an independent nation,
unwillingly became a part of the People's
Republic of China shortly after it became
a communist country in 1951. The
Chinese government assured the Tibetans
they would not lose their rights as citizens
or their religion, Buddhism. The Chinese
government lied.
Today the Chinese government controls all aspects of Tibetan lives: their education, the laws, all governmental issues,
even the media.
They ran their spiritual leader, the 14th
Dalai Lama, out of Tibet to find exile in
India. They closed the monasteries, hoping to strip the Tibetans of their faith and
their hope. Signs of rebellion bring death,
torture, or imprisonment to these helpless
people. The Chinese government does
not allow dissenting opinion in their country. Democracy is a dirty word.
Now is not the time for our world to be
indifferent to the lives of those unlike us.
It is the time to be enraged, disgusted, and
motivated. Fighting for the rights of
humans is a privilege. It's a privilege that
See TIBET on page 12

• Movie preview

Lawrence movie misses mark
By Benjamin Lupien
For the Maine Campus
'Blue Streak' is a movie that asks if
you can root for the bad guy. You can only
root for him if he is clever and funny
enough to make you forget his evil ways.
"Blue Streak" starts out with a high-tech
jewel heist that turns bad when the police
find a parked getaway car. In his first starring role, Martin Lawrence plays Miles
Logan, an unlucky thief with a shady partner. Peter Greene plays Deacon, Logan's
partner. Logan is forced to hide his $17—million loot in a partially constructed building
before being arrested by the police. After
being released from prison two years later,
he finds a police station now occupies the
building where he left the loot.
In order to get into the LAPD station,
he poses as a police officer. With the right
cards and the transfer papers in hand he
enters the building. Soon he finds himself
as head of the department and still unable
to find the loot he wants so badly. Using
his street smarts and experience as a thief
he begins solving crimes. He becomes
friendly with his new partner Carlson,
played by Luke Wilson.
Carlson follows Logan like a puppy
dog making it impossible for him to find
the jewel. He finally gets the diamond,
only to lose it again. The FBI then enlists
Logan to run a sting operation. Logan
proceeds to break every major law
enforcement code while catching a drug
lord and making the FBI look bad.

Martin Lawrence in Blue Streak.(Courtesy photo.)
Lawrence turns in a movie saving perIn the end the movie is worth seeformance. This film would lack a single ing, but only if you wait for it to come
interesting scene without his comedy.
out on video.
Unfortunately, Lawrence didn't learn
enough from Eddie Murphy, his co-star in
Our Grade: C+
'Life,' to carry a bad script and poor supRunning Time: 94 minutes
porting performances.
Rating: PG-13

• Music review

John Popper, Filter release new albums
'Zygote,' John Popper

'Title of Record,' Filter

By Stanley Dankoski
Maine Campus staff

By Travis Gass
For the Maine Campus

Blues Traveler frontman John
Popper's solo effort, 'Zygote,' may perhaps. be one of his next underappreciated
pieces of music. Popper opts to work
away from his longtime Travelers to
form a wonderful and lyrically driven
album, where the blood and fire of his
heart is magnificently portrayed in
words and music.
To say that going solo has changed his
style somewhat would be correct. The
music on this CD is not similar to that of
the fusion of funk and blues-rock that the
Travelers have mostly done. 'Zygote' is a
more laid back look at and approach on
life and love.
The mood and tempo of the music is
nearly undefinable simply because one
could say it is old-fashioned and unfamiliar, in the sense that music has drastically changed, mutated and melded
together.in the past few years. While
some rock bands blend in some funk:as
Scorpions has done with "Mysterious"
off their 'Eye to Eye' album, or the distinctive sound of Shootyz Groove
twists rock and rap and hip-hop, Popper

"You're celebrating nothing, and you
feel a-okay," screams Richard Patrick on
"Welcome To The Fold," the headbanging
opening salvo of Filter's new album, 'Title
Of Record,' which is certainly something
worth celebrating.
It's taken four years for Patrick to follow up Filter's rather one-dimensional
debut, 1995's Short Bus, but that time was
obviously used wisely. 'Title Of Record'
is a huge leap forward for the band, featuring more ambitious songs and a wider
variety of sounds than their first album.
Many of the tracks top five minutes in
length, with lead single, "Welcome To The
Fold," clocking in at over seven. Yet rarely
does Patrick drift into self-indulgent excess.
Each song grows and expands naturally,
adding new layers of instrumentation or
entirely different sections, like the psychedelic interlude in the single or the breezy
acoustic coda of"Captain Bligh."
The effect can be almost overpowering
on the first listen, but after a couple spins it
becomes exhilarating, with Patrick's
ragged screams evoking comparisons to
the late Kurt Cobain or his own mentor,

John Popper.(Courtesy photo.)
sticks to the basics: It's warm, it's slow,
it's lovely.
The whole album works on the
basic theme of the union of two as one.
And the premise can be broken up in
many ways. Whether in intimate relationships or in one's special place in
society, each song captures the culture
of love.
This album is so different than the
expected Popper/Traveler sound that it
MUST survive on its own. Subtract the
See POPPER on page 12

Nine Inch Nails' Trent Reznor.
The corrosive metal of"It's Gonna Kill
Me" sits comfortably alongside the
squalling electronics of "The Best
Things," while the acoustic "Take A
Picture" is a relaxing breather from the
heavier, noisier stuff. Patrick's lyrics never
vary much from the typical "I got no selfesteem" angst of early 90's grunge, but he
makes lines like "I'm the scum of the
earth" sound almost glamorous in epic
stompers like "Skinny" and "Cancer,"
which features spooky backing vocals
from D'Arcy of Smashing Pumpkins.
The album closes with Patrick's best
song yet, the hypnotic "Miss Blue," and
confirms that Filter has indeed released
one of the most vibrant and exciting hard
rock albums of the year.
•{.
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Filter. (Courtesy photo.)
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• Film review

Kubrick film disappointing
By Kathryn Perry
For the Maine Campus
Even before the death of its director,
the legendary Stanley Kubrick, 'Eyes
Wide Shut' was one of the most highly
anticipated films of the year.
Throughout its excruciatingly lengthy
production the script was kept obsessively under wraps, leaving the media to publish rumor after rumor of the film's content. From the sound of it, audiences were
led to expect two and a half highly
voyeuristic hours in which Tom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman experiment with various positions, props(including Cool Whip
and a live chicken), and partners;"Tom &
Nicole's Wild Kingdom," in other words.
At least I was.
God, was I disappointed.
What you get, in fact, is two and half
hours of Cruise wandering around New
York City looking pained, accompanied
by a musical score that I'm assuming was
written by someone's five-year-old kid in
as much as it consists of a single piano
key being struck over and over and over.
Cruise plays Doctor Bill Hartford, a
title that he blatantly shoves in the face of
virtually everyone he meets as if he
expects them to step back, eyes the size of
golf balls, and say, voice hushed with
new-found awe and respect, "Really?"
Bill Hartford, whose nearly three hour
brooding session begins when his wife
Alice (Kidman) admits - while she's
stoned - that she's (gasp) had impure
thoughts about another man.
So DOCTOR Bill puts on his brooding
face and walks around the city looking for
a woman to perform impure acts with,
seemingly oblivious to the fact that he has
a wife waiting for him at home who looks
like Nicole Kidman and likes hash, a combination that would send any of the guys I
know home at a run.
Nevertheless, DOCTOR Bill picks
a
up couple of women he wants to perform impure acts with and who want to
perform impure acts with him, and then
inexplicably does not perform impure
acts with them.
Instead, he walks away and starts
looking for another woman, while imagining Alice with another man.
This eventually leads him to the

world's most organized orgy, where he
still does not get any, where he in fact
gets kicked out, because even though
everybody is masked, DOCTOR Bill
manages to give himself away. He
would've saved everybody time and
energy if he'd simply written "I'M NOT
SUPPOSED TO BE HERE" in bright
white paint on his black cloak.
After the orgy, DOCTOR Bill keeps
walking around picturing Alice and the
other man, who by now are into some
serious jungle action, and pretending not
to notice the six-foot-tall version of MiniMe who keeps following him around.
But eventually the not-so-mini-Me
annoys him enough to go confront his
boss, whom he suspects knows about the
secret orgy society. He does, of course,
and after he spends six minutes rattling off
a lot of very-nice-but-not-true explanations of it, DOCTOR Bill asks him a single question and he instantly caves and
tells DOCTOR Bill the truth, which isn't
very horrifying, by the way. So DOCTOR
Bill goes home and tells Alice everything
and they decide, after repeating each other
for a full ten minutes, that they really
should have wild kinky sex after all, so
the audience gets hopeful and sits up so
fast the blood actually goes back to their
butts. Then they cut to credits.
I personally am a fan of Kubrick's;
I'm particularly fond of A Clockwork
Orange. But while sex is a common
theme in his films, this one seems to be
more like some kind of Freudian projection. Hey, come to think of it, Kubrick
kinda looked like Freud those last few
years. Coincidence????
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Wednesday 9.2 2.99 • State of the University address
by President Peter Hoff. 2 p.m. Minsky Recital Hall.
Thursday 9.23.99 •"Karaoke: Get Zapped with Mary
Ganem", the Bears Den,9 p.m.
Friday 9.24.99 • Friends & Family Weekend begins here
at UMaine.
• Comedian Michael Rosman,8 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
• The Common Ground Country Fair begins in Union, Maine. It
runs through Sunday and includes activities such as: agricultural
and animal demonstrations, entertainment, folk arts (including
UMaine's Maine Folklife Center) and basket weaving.
Saturday 9.25.99. At the MCA catch "Blink". This performance is a duo which combines elements of dance, object
manipulation and silent comedy, beginning at 4 p.m.
• Hypnotist Ronny Romm,8 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
Sunday 9.26.99 • MASH star, Jeff Maxwell ,who played
Private Igor, the chef, in the television series, will be at Borders
at 2 p.m.

Our Grade: CRating: R
Running Time: 165 minutes
Jost a (wick trip io die market.
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ADAM LANDLER

,c)tag ad Judy' Kid
Monday Night Football 25 cent wings during the
games
$2 Tuesdays Tom Collins & Tequila Slammers in
the lounge
Wednesday Karoke in El Cheepos from 9 to 1
-$7 Michael Shea's Jugs
Thursdays Ladies Night in the lounge-40% off
food & $2 Amaretto Sours in El Cheepos
Friday & Saturday - It's A Fullmoon
Extravaganza Weekend!! Live Music from New
Moon Rhythms In El Cheepos on Fri.& Sat.

The new album.
Featuring 17 new skits and songs including "The Chanukah Song
"7 Foot Man" and "The Peeper."
In Stores Now

Part II"
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Tibet

'Fly' soars to new heights
By Gina Valenzuela

For the Maine Campus
The Dixie Chicks are no longer just for
country music fans. They have crossed the
borders into the pop charts, bringing country music back to life.
Their first album,'Wide Open Spaces,'
was more than successful. The Chicks
won a Grammy for best country album,
along with best country vocal performance by duo/group. The awards kept
rolling in, making their next album, 'Fly,'
highly anticipated.
'Fly' was released August 31 and I
among many others ran right out and
bought it. The first week of sales earned
the album the number one slot on Sound
Scan's top 200 albums chart (which is
usually a pop/rock/rap chart). This made
them the first country album to ever hit
the top spot.
'Fly' is an unbelievable album that is
full of emotion. The reason it is so powerful is because the Chicks are singing about
themselves. "I'm gonna let him fly," is
how Natalie felt about the breakup with
her husband, and how she was going to
deal with that. "Cowboy take me away,"
tells of how Emily found true love. In
general, 'Fly' pertains to the Chick's
career taking flight.
There are quite a few slow songs on
the second album, compared to the first,
but that is one of the things I like most
about it. My favorite song on the whole
CD is "Cowboy take me away." It is just
a beautifully romantic piece of music.
However, I am also very fond of
"Goodbye Earl," that is about two best
friends, one of which is abused by her hus-

band. What happened in the song was that
the only way to stop the abuse was to kill
Earl. Take my word for it - you just have
to hear the song.
The Dixie Chicks are performing this
album as confident women. They are
women who are interpreting themselves
in a new way to represent the women of
today. They speak of spousal abuse and
finding the strength to escape. They
touch on the subject of heartache, and
heartbreak, and how to deal with the
loss. They also speak of finally finding
true love.
'Fly' met almost all my expectations.
The one thing that is missing is the explosiveness that their hit songs had from their
first album."Wide Open Spaces," was their
meaningfully emotional hit, while their
fun, wild song, "There's You're Trouble"
gave listeners some upbeat dancing music.
"Sin Wagon," from `Fly;' is similar to
"There's You're Trouble," but it just doesn't have the same kick. I've listened to
'Fly' more times than I could count and I
still can not come up with a song that
would be like the hit "Wide Open Spaces."
However, that does not mean this
album is not a success. In fact, it reflects
the current lives of the Chicks, which
makes it all the more powerful. All three
of them have their own song that identifies where, who and what they are in life
right now.
Martie sums up my review by saying, "Just about everyone can relate to
songs about needing the freedom to
chase your dreams or dealing with a
broken heart or falling in love, or even
just wanting to be a little wild and crazy
every now and then."

International
Celebrate
Bisexuality Day!!!

from page 10

some don't have. It only takes one voice
to make a difference:
Jason Bradeen, a senior at this campus,
decided to make his voice heard. While
randomly watching a concert to benefit the
Tibetans and their freedom on television,
he realized there was something he can do.
There is something everyone can do.
Bradeen decided to form a local chapter of Students for a Free Tibet. Though
the organization is spread world wide, it is
rarely heard of in this area.
Students for a Free Tibet's purpose is to
raise awareness of the human degradation
and abuse that occur every day in Tibet.
Through protests, petitions, concerts and
other peaceful acts, people around this
world work to free the Tibetans.
When asked what provoked him to
pursue this cause, Bradeen shared horrific
stories of cruel injustices, mysterious
cases of disappearances of powerful,
influential Tibetans, and abused power by
the government that is supposed to protect
these people.

Popper

The Tibetans are no longer citizens.
They are cattle, used for their resources
and then discarded. Bradeen and eight or
so other members in the group, did whatever they could last year to make a difference. They sent petitions demanding innocent victims be freed from the prisons.
They sent letters demanding to know the
whereabouts of missing Tibetan leaders.
They asked the leaders of our country,
what are we as a country doing to help
these people?
Bradeen says he plans to continue this
group this year and possibly into graduate
school.The group is easy-going, only meeting once a week. This year the group has
yet to meet because of the busy schedules
everyone experiences in the first couple of
weeks. Bradeen will spread the word as
soon as everything falls into place.
Nine students on this campus of thousands are willing to do what they can to
free people they will never meet. If they
can spare some of their time, I think
maybe the rest of us could too.
from page 10

Traveler reputation (if it has one).
Gradually mix in Beauford and Lang and
the other new musicians. Wrap it all up in
a nicely packaged plastic disc and insert in
CD player for just over an hour. Listen for

golden edges or repeat as necessary.
It will be necessary. It'll grow
and grow and grow on you until it
looks nothing as it did when you first
knew it.

MIRROR HIGHT!

Thursday September
23,1999

Join Wilde-Stein this
Thursday at 7pm in the
Bangor Lounge for a
movie about bisexuality.

A discussion about
the myths and realities will
follow.

Thursday Night,September 23
@ The Bear's Den,9pm
Memorial Union

cfe

The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment 581-1735 1 ermiri
•••
Center for Students and Community Lifern
Stiitients
www.ume.maine.edu/-TUB
and itrnenundy
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Charges against MSU's
Cleaves dismissed
EAST LANSING, Mich.(U-Wire) —
Ingham County Prosecutor Stuart
Dunnings III has dismissed a larceny
charge against MSU star point guard
Mateen Cleaves — for now.
Jury selection was to begin Tuesday
for Cleaves and former basketball player
Antonio Smith in regards to an April incident in which a 40-ounce beer was stolen
from an East Lansing 7-Eleven. But prosecutors filed a dismissal without prejudice
for Cleaves — meaning his charges are
dismissed but can be raised again if prosecutors wish to do so.
The dismissal came after Jason Klein,
another former basketball player, left the
country. Klein was expected to testify in
Cleaves' larceny case but is playing basketball in Europe. Dunnings didn't name
Klein as the witness who is holding up the
charge against Cleaves.
"Without the witness, we don't
believe we can meet our burden of proof,"
Dunnings said, adding he will bring
Cleaves forth on the charge when his witness returns. "My understanding is the
witness should be available sometime
after the first of the year.
"That's unfortunate, because that puts
(a jury .trial against Cleaves) during the
basketball season."
On April 14, Smith was pulled over
by a Michigan state police officer for a
traffic infraction after 2 a.m. East
Lansing police had received a call from
an employee at 7-Eleven, 210 Michigan
Ave., reporting a beer theft. Smith's car
matched the vehicle description given
to police.
Also in the car were Cleaves, Klein
and a 19-year-old female. Smith was
arrested for driving on a suspended
license and the female was given a minorin-possession ticket.
After reviewing store video tapes and
police reports, prosecutors levied charges
against Cleaves and Smith in June. Both
pleaded not guilty to the charges.
Frank Harrison Reynolds, attorney
for Cleaves and Smith, said he was confident he could defend both men against
the charges.
"We were ready and I felt very confident we had investigated everything we
had to," Reynolds said. "My feeling
was, if we're going to try the case, let's
try the case."
Jury selection is expected to continue

today in the case against Smith, who was
charged with malicious destruction of
property and larceny. Dunnings would not
reveal if the larceny charge against Smith
would be dismissed because Klein is out
of the country.
Cleaves would not comment on the
incident, instead issuing a statement
through his attorney. Cleaves said he was
pleased the charges were dropped and
was "not going to replay the past."
He concluded: "I love this university
and am proud to be a student here. I simply wish to do the best thing for myself,
my family, my team and my university."

Wisconsin
women's hockey
ready for inaugural
season
MADISON, Wisc. (U-Wire) — One
of the most challenging jobs in sports is to
rebuild a team. Even more imposing is to
build a team from scratch. That is the
challenge facing the Wisconsin women's
hockey program.
Women's college hockey is one of
the fastest growing sports in this
country. The success of the Badger
men's hockey team has made hockey
one of the most popular programs on
the UW campus, and ever since the
creation of the women's program, the
opening of the 1999-2000 season has
been highly anticipated.
All of the preparation finally paid off
on Monday, as the Wisconsin women's
hockey team took the ice at the Kohl
Center for the very first time. And for
those who had agonized over the wait,
dreams were realized on the first day of
team tryouts.
Yet with the anticipation comes the
reality that the inaugural season of
women's hockey will be full of challenges. The ability of the team to tackle
these obstacles will determine how quickly UW is able to put a competitive team
on the ice.
"Just pulling together as a team is
going to be the biggest obstacle that we're
going to face," sophomore forward
Michelle Sikich said.

Stat of the Week
he number of total combined goals
scored by the Maine men's soccer,
women's soccer and field hockey teams in
their games this past weekend.
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Classifieds
MISC
Vacation Rental for Fall BreakOrlando, Florida, Mariott Cypress
Harbor Resort. Oct 9-16. 2
Bedroom, 2 baths, sleeps 8.
Condo with kitchen. All amens. 3
pools, beach, golf course and
more. $1000. Don't miss this terrific offer! Call now! 827-7491.
FREE TRIAL OF A BRAND NEW
TECHNOLOGY 30 MIN LONG
DISTANCE CALLS FREE SEND
SASE TO G MARKS PO BOX
92528 NEEDHAM, MA. 04292
$5,000-$8,000 Monthly Working
distributing our product brochures.
Get paid-we supply brochures. F/T
or P/T. For FREE info write:
International, 1375 Coney Island
Ave., PMB#427, Brooklyn, NY
11230
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO-kickin'
butt and takin' names in OT. RU
signed up? M+W eve, 22 N Main,
2nd flr, 827-5821
Large moving sale. 182 Main Rd
Bradley. Thurs, Fri, Sat morning
Orono Thrift Shop Wed 11am4pm, Sat 11am-2pm. Pine st off
Main, 2nd right off Pine (Birch St)

APARTMENTS
1 BR apartment for rent. New
carpets+new appliances. Large
rooms. 4 miles to campus. Parking
space, quiet building. $410/mo.
Security dep. required. Call Marsh
properties@852-6233

FOR SALE
Setting up an apartment? Items for
sale: Kenmore washer, $100;
Kenmore dryer, $75; computer
table w/printer stand $75; wooden
cabinet,(3 shelf, 2 drawer,
w/doors)$75; maple student desk
$75; chair $15; metal wardrobe
$75; braided rug $100; sewing
machine w/cabinet $50. Call 8664510 evenings until 11:00 pm.
1995 GEO PRIZM AT, air, am/fm
cass. 4dr. Very good condition
$5500 OBO. Call 581-1356 days
or 989-5616 eves

Call 5811273 to
place a
classified.

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2000 with
STS-join America's #1
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, & Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call 1800-648-4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com
FREE TRIPS$CASHI! Spring
Break 2000 Studentcity.com
is looking for highly motivated
students to promote Spring
Break 2000! Organize a small
group&travel free. Top campus repsearn free trips&over
$10000! Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau! Book
trips online log in and win
FREE STUFF. Sign up now
online! www.studentcity.com
or 800-293-1443

HELP WANTED
Local business needs
mechanical minded person to
set up shelving in
offices(locally and throughout
state) on a per diem basis.
Must have reliable transportation suitable to transport
shelving (vanwagon, truck).
Pay per mile plus travel and
set-up time. If interested contact Lindy @ 469-2401

Residential
Counselors+Call-in
Counselors Needed Shaw
House, an emergency homeless shelter for adolescents
has part time weekend positions available. Job description available upon request.
Please fax your resume to
941-2874 or submit resumes
to 136 Union St, Bangor.
These positions will remain
open until qualified candidates are found. EOE
Two paid positions available-Tech.
Consultant+Treasurer of S.
Gov't., Deadline 9/30.
Check out requirements in
S. Gov't. FAO, 3rd floor M.
Union, ask for Sue or Amy
WANTED! The Alumni Assn.
is looking for friendly, energetic and hard-working studentsto be Phonathon
Associates! Work study+non
work study. Earn $$$ doing
something good forMaine.
Call Bob for an appt @5811149.

three days
three Hoes
six bucks
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Football

Maine defensive lineman Jo Jo Oliphant wraps up Hofstra quarterback
Jimmie Miles on Saturday. Oliphant had 1.5 sacks in the 21-14 win. (Caleb
Raynor photo.)

\

from page 16

ter. I think you've got to pinch yourself - he's been here five weeks,"
Cosgrove said.
Eaton was 11-of-2 I for 126 yards
against the defense-friendly Spiders, connecting on two almost-identical touchdown passes. He also varied the offense
by passing on first down.
Cosgrove, a former quarterback,
said he thinks the first game for a quarterback is easier since there aren't any
big expectations.
However, he called Eaton into his
office following his first game and told
him that coaches would see him on tape
and know what he was all about.
"I think he responded. We put some
more throws in the game plan...and raised
our expectations of him. In this league if
we don't, we're going to get eaten up,"
Cosgrove said.
So what happens when injured quarterback Brian Scott returns to claim his
starting position?
"That's a good problem to have as a
coach. I'm not going to worry about that
or take that on until that situation presents
itself from a medical standpoint,"

Cosgrove said.
Equally challenging was not having
tailback Royston English in the backfield
to hand off to, even though Ben
Christopher came off the bench and
sparked the Maine offense.
With all of those elements, plus junior receiver Dwayne Wilmot (3 catches,
25 yards, one TD), the Black Bear
offense will be interesting to watch the
rest of the season.
Defensive minded: The past two
weeks, the Black Bear defense has been
presented with several potent offensive
challenges and have more than held their
own, much to the pleasure of head coach
Jack Cosgrove.
"Shutting (Richmond) down in the
red zone in the first half was the key to
the football game," Cosgrove said. "I
was really pleased to see our defense
handle all the things they had to handle
with [Richmond quarterback Richmond]
Miles, the run game, the pass game."
Aaron Dashiell led the charge last
week with 11 tackles, followed by JoJo
Oliphant's 1.5 sacks and eight tackles,
four of which were for losses.

• College football

Bad blood in Colorado
We are currently seeking a
Circulation Manager.
• Work approximately 7 hours per week (Mon.,
Weds., and Fri.).
• Vehicle provided (must be at least 21 years old).
•$ 50 per week to start plus additional incentives.
Contact Stan
or Kurtis at
The Maine
Campus.

ail' Popular Culture and the flew Technologies
NEW INTERDISdIPLINARY TEAM-TAUGHT COURSE(3 CREDITS)

What is popular culture?
What is it doing for us, and what is it doing to us?
How have new technologies changed popular culture and its effects?
Is pop Giffin in the uge of technology leafing us apart or bringing us togethg
locking us up or setting us hoe? flaw will tomorrow's pop tech make out personal byes and our communities
different horn today? What clot* differences mean to us as citizens, bu5iness people, patents and public
servants in terms of actual chenoec
lion attitude'and behavior? These ate some of the questions
'Imo!p
well be addressing in Pop Tech
frp tm4 theN Othplogies. 3Etats.

(if) )1'1

Undergraduate 5tudents may reOstar,
009 following course designators:
Ind the New Technologies
(41449) ENG429 990 POPITefb
ti
(Topics in Literature)
(41404)PAA400 090 POPITech: Popu ar Culture aq the New Technologies
(IsSues In Public Admini5tration)
(41410)150398 990 POPITach: Popular Culture and the' ew Technologies
(Special Topic6 In Technology and Society)

By Brady McCombs
Colorado Daily
BOULDER, Colo.(U-Wire) —
Heading into Saturday's highly hyped
matchup against Washington, Colorado
Buffs head coach Gary Barnett is taking a
decidedly different approach than current
Washington head coach and former Buffs
head man Rick Neuheisel about the controversy that surrounds the contest.
At his weekly press conference, Barnett
was mum on any Neuheisel questions saying he just wants his players to avoid the
distractions and focus on the game.
"I'm not going to get caught up in that,
I guarantee you," Barnett said of the offthe-field emotions surrounding the game.
"I am going to coach this game like I
coach every game."
In Seattle, meanwhile, Neuheisel has
been more vocal about his strained relationship with Barnett and his former employer.
"Gary and I, if we were ever forced in

a room with one another, we'd probably
find out we could be friends," Neuheisel
told the Seattle Times. "But the bottom
line is, if you get on different sides and
start slinging arrows, it's difficult."
Many arrows have been slung since
Neuheisel left CU on Jan. 9, 1999 for the
"greener pastures" of the Pacific Northwest.
Here is the cliff notes version of what
happened between Neuheisel, CU and
Barnett in the past nine months:
* Jan. 9, 1999: Neuheisel takes the
Washington head coaching job only days
after telling reporters he was happy at CU
and envisioned himself in Boulder for a
long time, following the Buffs Aloha
Bowl victory over Oregon. He inks a deal
that will reportedly pay him $1 million
for seven years.
* Jan. 11, 1999(10 a.m.). In his opening press conference at Washington,
Neuheisel is critical of the athletic department at CU. He says CU couldn't compete
in resources with other Big 12 powers.

WMEB is giving you a
chance +0
win a coNsputer!

Interdlatlelinary Faculty Team
Welch Evarman, Prolessor of English
Kenneth Nichols, Assistant Professor of Public Administration
Judy Flakula, Lecturer in English

Course Schedule:
• October 11 - December 10
(Eight asynchronous lessons conducted
on the World Wide Web and FirstClass intrarrt Client).

•Students will attend a weekend conference,
October 22- 24, 1999
(Live Via Satellite at
UM Soderberg Center for Distance Education:
The Camden Technology Conference on
Popular Culture In the Digital Age.)
htlp.//www.camcon.org/

REGISTER FOR THIS
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TODAY!!
1) Coll 581-3142, or
?)Stop by(ED@ 122 Chadbourne Hall, or
3) Dial 581-6246 to Register via IVR, or
4) Register Online @ www.ume.maine.edu/ced/ced/
http://130.111.71.190/refalster/41449.html for ENG 429
http://130 111.71.19(1/register/41404.html for PAA 4065
http://130.111.71.199/rogister/41410.html for TS0

Tune into 91.9 FM WMEB and when we say
we're giving away a
T-shirt, be the first caller at

581-2.333.
Each T-shirt winner is entered into a drawing to
win a Free iMac computer.
WMEB is giving away 25 T-shirts, with 9 other stations doing the same.
Of the 250 total T-shirt winners, one will win an
iMac.
Your chance Is on WMEB.
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• Rec sports

Deadlines approaching
on intramural events
By Ho!lie Gowen
For the Maine Campus
The semester is heading into high gear,
and so is recreational sports. Some deadlines have already come and gone, but
there are plenty of activities that you can
still be involved in.
The deadline for intramural women's
field hockey is Friday, Sept. 24. Teams of
five will compete on the new turf starting
next Wednesday night. If you do not have
enough people to form a team, drop off a
partial list and teams will be formed by
combining lists.
The second annual 5K Run/Walk with
the Black Bear Student-Athletes is
Sunday, Sept. 26 starting at 11 a.m. There
is a $10 registration fee for this event,
which includes refreshments. All proceeds support athletic scholarships and
the Student-Athlete Advisory Board.
Men's and women's innertube water
polo competitions will be starting soon,
too. The deadline for entering a team is
Tuesday, Sept. 28. Innertube water polo is
a fun game that appeals to people of all
swimming abilities.
Tuesday, Sept. 28, is also the deadline
for entering the fraternity indoor softball
competition. Teams of nine will play from
the end of this month and into next.
Wiffle ball will have three divisions:
men, women and coed. Teams will be
guaranteed at least two games, which will
be played in the Pit of the Memorial Gym.
Deadline for entries is Tuesday, Sept. 28. •
The 3-on-3 basketball tournament's
deadline for entry is Wednesday, Sept. 29.
There will be four divisions: men's dormitory, fraternity, men's independent and
women.
This tournament is run in conjunction
with the Schick Super Hoops Tourney.
Divisional winners will receive Schick
awards, and the overall winner will be eligible for the Schick Regional Tourney.
The Black Bear Triathlon will be held
Sunday, Oct. 3 beginning at 9 a.m. This
event consists of a 750-yard swim, a 17-

mile bike ride and a 4.5-mile run. The
entry fee is $6 for individuals and $18 for
teams. There will be prizes and refreshments after the race.
Aerobic classes have begun. Class are
free this week and next, so you can check
them out without any obligation. After
these two weeks, there is a $25 fee with a
rec pass and a $40 fee without a pass. The
fee provides unlimited access to all the fitness classes.
Entries for aerobics, intramurals and
other events may be picked up at the Rec
Sports office at 140 Memorial Gym.
Students interested in officiating flag
football, soccer or inner tube water polo
should sign up in the office. Pay starts at
$5.70 a game. No experience necessary.
Those interested in becoming certified
IAABO basketball officials should plan to
attend training sessions on Sunday
evenings from 6-8 p.m. starting October
10. Call 581-1234 for information.
Due to inclimate weather last week,
Rec Sports rescheduled the Family Fun
Night for this Friday, Sept. 17, from 79:30 p.m. under the lights on the new
Morse Field in Alfond Stadium.
Rec equipment will be available for
pickup games of Frisbee, soccer, flag football and field hockey ... or just come to
play around with your kids. Drinks and
refreshments will be available. For information, call 581-1081.
The Fitness 2000 program begins
Sunday, Sept. 26. Sign up today in the Rec
Sports office: The cost is $3. You will
recieve a T-shirt after you've accumulated
2000 points. For information, call 5811082.
In club news, the women's rugby team
had a successful scrimmage weekend. The
team beat Colby 20-12 in a Saturday
match. The season kicks off this Saturday,
when the Maine women face Bates at 11
a.m. on Lengyel field.
Several other clubs are also getting
their seasons started. If you are interested
in a club sport, contact Bryan Dionne at
581-3054.

fall Sports Schedule
Football:
Saturday, Sept. 25, vs. UConn, I p.m.
Saturday,Oct.2, vs. McNeese State, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16, vs. UMass, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23, @Rhode Island
Saturday, Oct. 30, @William and Mary
Saturday, Nov.6, James Madison, I p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 13,(Northeastern
Saturday, Nov. 20,(0)UNH
Men's Soccer:
Friday/Sunday, Sept. 24-26, @West
Point Tournament
Friday, Oct. 1, @Northeastern
Sunday, Oct. 3, @Boston University
Friday, Oct. 8, Hartford, 3 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 10, Vermont, 1 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 15, @Delaware
Sunday, Oct. 17, @Towson
Friday, Oct. 22, Hofstra,2:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 24, Drexel, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30, UNH, I p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 2, @Harvard
Volleyball:
Sunday, Oct. 3, @Vermont
Saturday, Oct. 9, @Drexel
Sunday, Oct. 10, @Hofstra
Monday, Oct. 11, @Stony Brook
Saturday, Oct. 16, Delaware, 11 a.m.
Sunday, Oct. 17, Towson, 1 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 20, UNH,7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23, @Northeastern
Sunday, Oct. 24, @Hartford
Saturday, Oct. 30, Hofstra, I p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 31, Drexel, noon
Saturday, Nov. 6, @Towson
Sunday, Nov. 7, @Delaware
Wednesday, Nov. 10, @UNH
Saturday-, Nov. 13, Hartford, 1 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 14, Northeastern, I P.m.

Maine quarterback Jake Eaton
earned Atlantic-10 Rookie of the Week
honors for his performance against

Want A
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School.There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
IRCEP
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com

STUDY AWAY ONE OR TWO
SEMESTERS IN CANADA

Application deadline:
Oct. 1
Contact Betsy Arntzen on
First Class
www.umaine.edu/canam

Employment Fiesta
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October 4
6:00pm-9:00pm
Meet a representative from Forum
Financial Group, one of the fastest
growing mutual fund service
providers in the country.

Eaton nabs honor
Richmond on Saturday.
In Maine's 21-14 win, Eaton completed 11-of-21 passes for 126 yards and two
touchdowns against the defending A-10
champions. It was his second career start.

CANADA YEAR

Forum Financial Group

• Football

From Staff Reports

Men's and women's cross country:
@Central
Saturday, Sept. 2
Connecticut
Saturday, Oct. 9, Murray Keating
Invitational
. New
0
15, (
Oct.
Saturday,
Englands/Frankl in Park
Fall golf:
2506,
Sept.
Saturday/Sunday,
@Dartmouth Invitational
Thursday, Sept. 30@BU w/Vermont
Saturday/Sunday. Oct. 3/4, @Thski
Invitational
Mondayfruesday, Oct. 18/19, @Neiga

Fascinating job choices with a
company located in the prime
business area of Portland, set
within the celebrated Old Port.
••••"..
Prescreen interviews:

November 4
at the Career Center
Send resumes to:
Wayne Hesseltine,
Recruitment Coordinator
by October 21
Current openings for Fund Accountants
Take responsibility for processing daily activity for
several mutual funds. You should have a four-year
degree with accounting fundamentals or comparable
work experience; must be detail oriented, able to
manage multiple priorities and work independently
in a fast-paced environment. PC familiarity required.
FORUM
FINANCIAL
GROUP

Forum offers a competitive compensation and
benefits package and a non-smoking environment

ck

—v
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• Field hockey

Maine drops first conference game 5-1
By Heather Day
For the Maine Campus

Maine back Briana Banks collides with James Madison goalie Amanda Latz in the second half
of Monday's contest with the Dukes. (Caleb Raynor photo.)

James Madison University,
ranked 6th in the country, topped
Maine in another frustrating and
exhausting game Monday,
allowing the Bears to score only
one goal off a Kristi Knights shot
in a 5-1 loss.
With the defeat, the Black
Bears fall to 4-6 overall and will
head out on the road this weekend, for conference games
against Hofstra and Drexel.
"We played a very excellent
team, a very difficult one," head
coach Terry Kix said. "We were
excited to have that opportunity."
Yet, the excitement turned to
more frustration after their second loss in a row.
By the end of the first half,
the Dukes were leading 3-0,
eventhough the Bears started off
strong.
JMU's Julie Martinez, notched
two unassisted first-half goals,
with Theresa Dinallo adding
another in the opening period.
"We struggled both defensively and offensively," Kix said.
"We made some mistakes, but
we've got to learn from those
mistakes and make corrections."
Katrina Hunter got on the board
for the Dukes(5-1) at 1-5:35, in the
second half, with teammate Coleen
Kreiger scoring seven minutes
later, upping the score to 5-0.
Knights' second goal of the
season, came with less than three
minutes remaining on an assist
from Tara Bedard.
Danielle Burke made 16 saves
on 21 shots for Maine, while
Amanda Latz had four saves on
just five Black Bear shots.
With top notch competition
to push the young team forward, Kix said that the strategy
was to prepare the inexperi-

enced players.
Top notch competition is exactly what they've been getting.
Kix's hope is that the upperclassmen will work with the
younger players and form a
leadership that would create a
team chemistry.
"We have a lot of players
with a lot of pride," she said.
"But we need a more consistent level of leadership from
our older girls. It's also more
difficult to have chemistry
when we're disappointed and
frustrated."
"We need to build on our
frustration and make a positive atmosphere."
One of the biggest surprises of
the season thus far has been with
Burke. Starting every game for the
Black Bears after not having that
opportunity before, was something
Kix was unsure about.
"Danielle has handled the
pressure
incredibly,"
Kix
exclaimed. "She has played very
consistently and hasn't let the fact
that playing against top ranked
teams will sometimes lead to
losses, bring her down."
"In the long run, we will be a
much stronger and better team
because of these losses."
After playing two strong
teams in a row, the Bears will
head to Hofstra, where they will
play a team that is ranked lower.
But this ranking does not
mean anything to the Bears.
They will still have to play
strong and tough and very defensively, and after playing such
strong teams, the mind set is still
on getting out there and digging.
"This team (Maine) has a
lot of character," Kix stated.
"We learn to take the good
with the bad and this knowledge makes us want to work
even harder."

• Football

Playmakers emerge in weekend victory
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
With Drew O'Connor's
departure, Maine was left with a
big hole to fill at wide receiver.
After all, the third-team
All-Atlantic 10 Conference

pick caught 72 passes for
1,027 yards and 16 touchdowns in 1998 alone, 21 more
passes than the closest Black
Bear wideout.
But following Saturday night's
21-14 win over Richmond, a new
face has emerged to possibly take

Inside Sports:

over O'Connor's big play spot:
Phil McGeoghan.
The junior snagged two
passes for 65 yards, including a
33-yard grab on what proved to
be Maine's winning drive.
McGeoghan transferred from
Boston University following the

demise of their football program
and immediately made an
impact, catching 40 balls for 479
yards and five touchdowns in his
first year for Maine.
The Feeding Hills, Mass.,
native also a high-jumped seven
feet at BU.

The other end of McGeoghan's
catches, quarterback Jake Eaton, is
also beginning to show the promise as he continues his trial-by-fire
as the starter.
"He continues to get bet-
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